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ABSTRACT
The focus of this work is the introduction and
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CHAPTER I.
.

Nature's

r

INTRODUCTION

ize for man is that.ability which

.allows other men to know what he thinks and feels.

His magnificent intelligence imparts this skill; for
it is probably close to the truth to say that the

most obvious manifestation of man's superior brain
is his faculty to communicate with other men.

And

it is precisely because he possesses this faculty

that man resides on a higher plane of existence than
any other organism.

The gift is man's, and whet he does with it, of

course, is ultimately dependent upon this intellilencl.
If man has the ability to communicate, then he also
has the ability not to communicate.
can save him or destroy him.

These abilities

He can decide to pursue

the path of neotiation, or he can decide to push the
red button, signaling a life-ending holocaust.

This

last decision constitutes an act of communication too.
This is all to say that if this power of
communication can affect man's destiny In such

prodigious ways, then it is relevant to his every

bold stroke, his every insignificant gesture.

Thus,

it appears that communication is an "omnirelevant"
concept, touching all parts of the human enterpris2.
Omnirelevance would seem to suggest bigness and
importance.

Communication's apparent pervasiveness

as a field of study implies the existence of smaller,

more specialized sub-fields of different kinds of
communication, some more relevant to the human
experience than others.

There is the study of

mechanized mass communication radio and television;
the study of political communication; the field of
consumer communication--advertising, to name a few.
This thesis, however, is concerned with that genus
of communication which seems the most human, a
concept which will be referred hereafter as
"socio-communication."
Definition of terms

One should be certain some other writer had not
previously signified the same idea by another name.
Since that may not be the case here, the term sociocommunication is really a hybrid --half-new, half-old.

By "socio," the new part, is meant "occurring in
social situations," or more specifically, "relating
to particular classes or kinds of people in day-to-day
situations."

"Communication' is the old part.

Lundberg expounds

on communication in this

We shall use the word communication, then,
to desimate interaction by means of sicrns
and symbols. The symbols may be gestural,
pictorial, plastic, verbal, or any other
which operate as stimuli to behavior which
would not be evoked by the symbol itself
in the absence of special conditioninccs of
the person who responds. Communication is,
therefore, a sub-cateccory under interaction,
namely, the form of interaction which takes
place through symbols.L
Or more concisely pos:tted by Weaver, "The word

communication

be used here in a very broad

sense to include all of the procedures by which one
mind may affect another..."2
A combination of the two ideas might then yield
as a definition for socio-eommunication: "Human
interaction, within and between different classes
of people, by means of signs and symbols, in day-today, informal social situations."
Four othar.tarms must be contended with as well
in the thesis.

One of these is "human-ness."

By this

concept is meant those attributes which mark man
human--his emotions, intelligence, foibles.

Perhaps

one can think of this idea as anathema to what sometimes
appears as the dehumanizing influence of the rush of
technology and mechanization.
'George Lundbercl:, Foundations of Focioloccy (New

York: The Macmillan Company, 1939), p. T53.
2

Claude S. Shannon and Warren Weaver, The
Vathematical'Theory of Cornunication (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1949), p. 95.

Finally, the terms "intellectual. man," "social

man," and "functional man" beccJe relevant later in
the work.

The intellectual man is conscious of his

superior mentality and utilizes this mentality to
achieve his ends.

The social man chiefly values

interaction with other men, while the functional man
principally values usefulness to the society.
Hopefully, images of these men will become more
defined in the next chapter.
Genesis of the study
Because communication is too often bad instead of
good, feeble instead of effective, ignored instead of
heeded, mis-understood instead of comprehended, it may

be more nearly the case to consider communication an
pbvioud symptom of mants superior mentality, rather
than a manifestation of his intelligence.

In addition

to those already listed, an infinite number of other
dipoles could conceivably be applied to describe the
different kinds of human communication.

Types of

human communication are as diverse as the human beings
who are doing the copmunicating.

Thus, it is clear

that communication is doing its part to contribute to
the magnificent complexity of life.
One of the ways in which man imposes order on
what appears to be an increasintay disorderly and all
too-complex world is to label these diverse kinds of

men, and then to cateeorize them according to some
personal set of criteria.

In a study of political

communication, for example, one may label prominent
senators as "conservative" or "liberal," according
to their position on the Vietnam Var.

And this

search to unearth orderliness out of a rubble of

chaos represents one of the !rotas of this work categorization of different kinds of contemporary
man into neat, little cubicles, and the attendant
caterorization of the diff:rent types of soeiocommunication each employs.

Numerous efforts already have been undertaken
to categorize man into his different types, based on
given criteria.

Despite human cormunication as an

Gonirelevant concept touching everyone and everything,
human communication, or in this case socio-communication, never has been the focus of these efforts.
Thus, the need to deal with an all-important concept
in a meanine:ful and novel way represents another

impetus for this study.

Finally, there appears to be a singular paucity of
litirature relevant to this concept of socio.
communication.

Few writers seem concerned with it.

Socio-communication, or what and how different classes
of people cosnunicate in informal situations, be5s for
attention.

5

But perhaps the most significant stimulant
this effort is the writer's need to be creative

For

in any very personal, intellectual endeavor, the
sense of creativity looms large.

In this case, the

product of this endeavor, while not completely novel,
is at least "half-new."
Statement of the problem

As such, all creative endeavors entail a
multitude of problems.

The central problem is

represented by the basic desi:--n of the ,-ork: to step

back and objectively take, a macroscopic picture of
human communication amonr* and bet-.-een different socio-

cultural cfroups.in the contemporary cultural topography.

Comment on re3ated literature

This thesis represents the embodiment of many
ideas, but three stand out from the rest: (1) cateoriz-

in; contemporary man; (2) the socio - communication of
contemporary man; and (3) the problems inherent in
the communication occurring within and between these
catefories.
(1) Cate!'orizing man.
.

For the purposes of this

work, perhaps one must look outside the study cf
communication to uncover the most relevant ideas
proposed on this first concepts.

Anderson and Sharpe,

both I:ofeszors of marketinr, have split the
contemporary socio-cultural map five ways.

In drawing

a picture of this map, they beeein in this way:

The accelerating pace of "change today is
so rapid that most individuals are unable
to accopmodate to it...Society seems to
have reacted to the "fire storm of chane"
in different ways. At least five major
segments of society can be identified, each
with a different set of responses: the
Traditionalists, Anarchists, Liberated,
Reformers, and the Counterculture. They
represent sirmificant social movements.'
(2)

Socio-communication.

While there have been

extensive studies conducted concerning the social
and behavioral aspects of communication, mass media
and the electronic forms of communication seem to be
in vogue at this tine.

However, the thesis will

concern itself basically with those social and
behavioral aspects just mentioned, alonl -ith.
technology and specialization.

In -et-is li-ht,

Ruesch co-ments:

In technological civilizations...the older
generation lives spatially and temporally
apart from the younr:er one rip that its

influence is reduced;...thc intellectuals
usually are outside "the es.:ablishment" and
have difficulty to reach the countless
thousands who -.-ork inside la r:e-scale social

organizations.Under these circumstances,
learnin-: is fra-mented, the symbols chancre,
the interpretative schervs are not shared

and correspondence of views is difficult to
establish.4
3V. Thomas Anderson, Jr. and Louis K. Sharpe,
"The New Yarketplace," Business Horizons, Aurlist,
1971, p. 43.
kTurren Ruesch, "Technology and Social Communication,"
in Lee Thayer, ed., Cormunication nec-r and Resea-ch
p.
(Springfield, Ill.: Charles Thor,as, 19

Communication problems within and between

(3)

C.P. Snow could have easily been cited

the croups.

as being relevant to the two foretroilr concepts as
well.

In The Two Cultures, he separates the

intellectual world into opposing camps: the scientists
While this thesis addresses

and the non-scientists.

itself to other worlds as well, Snow's comments on the
effects of the apparent lack of communication
betwersn the two factions seem appropriate:

Between the two a gulf of mutual

incomprehensionsometimes...hostility
and dislike, but most of all lack of
understandint,. They have a curious
distorted image of each other.5
Obviously, other sources also relate to these
three ideas, but perhaps not as directly.

These

writers will be cited as the thesis unfolds.
Orffanization of the thesis

In scope, this work is both descriptive and
prescriptive.

Chapter II describes the past and

present culture' mix, and splits the present socio-

cultural map into eight cubicles of man.

Chapter III

depicts socio-cornunication within and between the
cubicles.

Chapter IV prescribes possible solutions

to problems inherent in that socio-communication or

5C.P. Snow, The Two Cultures: A Second Look
(Cambride University Press, 1965), p. 4.
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lack of it.

Chapter V concludes the thesis by

summarizinrr. what has none before and points out the

limitations of tie study.

9

CHAPTIR II.
SOCIO-CO2 VUNICATION AND LIGHT CUBICL73 OF

CONTMPORARY tat;
Man seems to have a curimmly detached way of
writing and thinking about himself, as if he were
somehow inhuman.

To many people, for example, the

field of communication, an essentially human- centered

discipline,6 connotes the idea of mass-communication
through the machines of communicationtelephone,
television, radio.

The person is of secondary

importance in the process.

Arancr,uren7 and Cherry,

8

both of whom write on human communication, invariably
also turn to non-human cor-munication in their respective

works.

T,ven human communication theorists, in studyin'

the communication situation, resort to essentially nonhuman terms like "transmittor" and "receptor" to
describe the process.9
6 Darlene Pod-orski, Implications of Humanistic
Psycholo'ly for ''':peech-Cormunication, N.A. Thesis, Chio

State University, 1971, pp. 1-2.
7J.L. Aran-uren, Hunan Communication (New York:
NoGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967).
8Colin Cherry, On Human Corrunication (Canbrids'e:
The NIT Press, 1966).

9For example, see Theodore Cleveneer, Audience
Analysis (New York: Bobbs-le,-rill Company, Inc.,
10

Another example of the detached way man has of
thinking about himself is the now all-too-familiar
idea of "body counts."

Still another instance of this

dehumanizing of man by man is performed in the field
of marketin', as mentioned previously.

ran is

constantly being segmented and cordoned off from other
men to facilitate the marketer's job.

In these

instances at least, writing- and thinking of people as
human beinr:s seem anathema to man.

Though such is not the goal of this thesis, perhaps it contributes to the dehumanizitr: process.

For

this chapter concerns itself principally with separatincontemporary American man into eight segments, based
on particular value structures.

To do this, it

be necessary to discuss past and present cultural
landscapes, the rationale being that in order to

discuss contemporary man in a meaninful way, it may
be prudent to determine,-ghere he came from.

The

central perspective will be human comnunication and

how it has been affected by technolwical influences.
)an and his co-munication--thn early years
Though the ori:fins of human comlunication and the

development of language shall remain a mystery, Gordon
perhaps tries to clarify this early time in man's
history:

Tan speaks for a while (how many
thousands
of years, we are not sure) until some how, and
I-

almost invariably, wherever he speaks he
feels an urge to preserve what he says in
a manner less uncertain than the primitive
method of verbal messares. He invents
He
written lan-:ware : one of t,o types.
either finds a pictorial equivalent for
each of the sounds he makes...or he
develops picto!strars which...describe the
object of his speech.10
The paintings of bulls on the -Jails of the caves

at atamira, Spain, possibly can serve as a
convenient place from which to be

Perhaps this

is what cordon had in mind when he referred to
pictograms.

The pictograms seem to suggest the

possibility that early man vas not verbally inclined.
Rather than use words to communicate, he probably relied
heavily on gestural communication, as well as
pictorial modes of co-munication.

Life was simple then and communication probably
was too.

Little or no social structure probably

existed in this anbient peiod of man's cultural
developmeht to impose barriers on or inhibit sociocomMunication in a significant *- =ay.

Perhaps It is best

to conclude this "mystery" by turning to Berlo:
an gradually created language in order
to express his meanin-,s to hirAself and others,
to let other pepple to have the same meaninr-s,
and to make responses that increased his
ability to affect.11

1969,

10Georsre Cordon, The Lan-uales of Communication,,
p. 99-100:
l

York:

David Berlo, The Process of Conriinication (New
folt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960), p. 173.

12

Man and his communication--the -iddle period
By "middle period" is meant the years of the
Renaissance and Industrial Revol...14.ion.

Both

introduced diversity upon a world that was theretofore
relatively simple.

The Renaissance affected the arts

inasmuch as new ways of communicatin- were being
refined--paintincf, sculpture, architecture.

It is

possibly at this time that Sno-ts "two cultu-es"
concept, not to become voc,ue for several centuries,
was born.

Probably the seeds of this p'reat schism

we "e planted around the seventeenth century.

Thus,

at least two crreat groups were bectinniry to be formed

in the social structure: the scientist and the non,

scientist.

But the advent of the Industrial Revolution,
particularly, caused society to become stratified.
Nascent fragmentntion of the social st-ucture did
much maturing durinc this period.

Three major social

claSses were extant at this time: the upper or ruline
class, the middle class, and the lo,-er class.

Not

surprisingly, as Ruesch points out, interclass ..or ver,

.

tical communication :as far less frequent than
"1
intraclass or horizontal communication: ??

Thus,

diversity in social structure appeared to impose bcrriers
12Jurcen Ruesch, "Technololwy and Social Cormunication," iii Lee Thayer, ed., Co-run4cntion Therry nnd.
Research (Fprin-rfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thmnas, 1967),
137-4-07-
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on and inhibit socio-communication.
However, there also were other chan7es affecting
communication.

...revolutions in transportation and
communication that preceded and
accompanied the Industrial Revolution...
After 1789, transportation...was
trnnsformed bv the development of a new
type of horse-drawn coach, which to-ether
with all-Imather roads dramatically
reduced the time it took to travel
from place to place.13

Perhaps rolzhanis concept of the "global
a place where the tools of mass media briny: people
closer tolether, had its roots in the time of the
Industrial Revolution.14

In other words, while

diversity moved people further apart, improved
trans,Dprtation brought them 0:user together.

Thus,

socio-communication became more difficult and easier
at. the sere time.

Perhaps this situation is somewhat

analogous to the antithetical concepts of YcLuhants

integrated world view, which allms for easier huan
con-,unication, and the fra-rented world view, which

rakes such communication more difficult.
Attendant upon-man's technoloqical and scientific
knowledge brought on by the Industrial :evolution was,
naturally, an information explosion.

Since there

3Victor Ferkiss, Technolo-eical Yan (New York;
Georg( Braziller, 1969), p. 47.

'1hfarshall Yciuhan, Understandin- Vedia (New
York: 'cGraw-Hill nook Company, 1965), p. 358.
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was more to learn and know, cw-monalities of topics in
commun5cation probably were reduced, tIms making
effective and meanin-ful socio-co-municatior. more

difficult.

In this connection, Durkheim discusses

the collective conscience and how division of labor

within a society affects such comronalities.15
Perhaps it was rith this diminution of cormonalities
that specialized languages began to develop.
The massive sweep of technolo,7 and divirsity was
thus beam durinr- the period of tin late Renaissance
and early Industrial Revolut.on.

Life was becoming

more .complicated and cormunication a trying experience,

especially in the case of interclass communication.
"In summary, then, one can say that the older
civilizations were built upon face-to-face communica.

tion.616
/fan and his comnunication--the present

Where is man now?

He appears to be existincr in a

world he has largely created and may not want.
13ssentially, '-hat is being dealt with here is "...mants

sense of estrangement from the world he himself has made
or inherited."17

The task now is to determine the

1517mile Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Poci-tY
(New York: The Free Press, 19.1.3), pp. /0-111, 147-174.
16Ruesch, "Technology and ,social Communication," p. 455.
17E. Josephson and V!. Josephson, an Alone (New
York: Dell Publishin?: Company, 1962), p.-10.

the nature of that world.
Its nature appears to be that of -Toss .diversity,
borne out of the rush of the rie- technclor!ical

culture and its pro-eny, specialization.18 This is
the ive of the machine, and if machines are the lords
of the contemporary culture, then the omniscient

machines, computers, are its serfs.

As MsLuhan

relates that cutenber's printinl press was a
primary catalyst to cultural chan-fe,19 then the

computer has helped to alter thr contemporary
culture mix.

And computers are intimately bound

up with communication too, as man speaks to them in
P 0 R T R A N and they respond in kind with readouts.

What they take away in jobs, they add by

enriching the vocabulary. 20

Cybernetics, entropy,

erconomics, for example, represent a curious reld
of the new quantum mentality with the old verbal one.
Computers, and other machines have allowed the

businessman, engineer, and student to specialize.

The

businessman of t,.erty years ago T'as a kind of "mini-

Renaissance man," performinri more than cne function.
18

Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New YOrv.: Random
House, 1970), pp. 303-3-25.
19McLuhan, Understandinn Yedia, pn. 157-164.

20For an interesting account on the jobs machines
eliminate, see Computers and Soci-tv, in -eorge
Nikolaieff, ed:7(aew York: 11..W.
Company,.1970),
pp. 140-148.
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Now the computlr has released hir from his several
jobs at.which he performed T.ell and permitted him

to perform spectacularly at one.
The en-l.neerinl sciences are increasin- in

number and so, naturally, are eneineers.

Dinciplines

of study in education are increasing also, owing to
the new information explosion.

But whrn the business-

man, student, and engineer tire of specializing' at

their respective jobs, the computer, by workin5
autonomously, releases them to go home to specialize
in their favorite forms of recreation, rtich, of course,
are increasinl in number too.

Four trends, created by the rush of technolry,
appear to be making their presences felt in important
ways in the contemporary American cultural topography
and on the social consciousness: (1) a new trend torard

diversity; (2) a trend to'a'd specializntion; (3) a
trend to;,ard fragrentation; and (L) a trend toT,ard

mechanizition.

The problen tar., iv to step back, look

these trends in their collective eye, and try to discern
hot, human communication has benefitted (or suffered)

from their impact on society.

While the trends T.:1.11

be discussed separately, clearly they are all intimately
related.
1.

Diversity.

As if it T:ere not enough for

America'to be a mitin,' pot, it is now true, more than

17

ever before, that she is a diverse melting pot.
TechnolorT has created more things to do, more things
to learn and know, more things to remember.

There

are more thinli to talk about, and with the boor of the

population explosion, there are more people with
whom to talk.

At this juncture, perhaps somethin:: of

an inverse ratio relating the concepts of information
overload and effective socio-communication can be

suggested: it appears that as the amount of iaforation tends to increase, the possibility that effective
communication can occur tends to decrease.
The concept of empathy becomes relevant here also
with respect to the population explosion.

For example, many camunication situations
are multi-pnrsoned...In rfroup
we have to take several nnople into account
at any -iven tire. With the addition of each
additional person to a communication situation,
we increase the role-takin complexities. As
group si'le increases, nmpathic accuracy
decreases'. 2.1.

Thus, the two explosions of information and population
appear to.be injurious to th:: health of meaningful

socio-communication in the new diverse culture.
2.

Specialization.

Specialization appears to be

one of the offspring of technology.

In no inbtitutions

has the wave of specialization hit more intensely than
in business and educational orqanizations, for it is
21Berlol.The Proces-1 of Comunicatian, p. 134.
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true that "The participant in a rl-dern social

organization is a specialist."22

Division of labor

is obvious, especially in business, here each man
performs his own special task in his own private,
little cubbyhole.
The "cubbyhole man" seems to be tit(' innocent victin

of specialization.

Because -orkers are often separated

from one another by their office cells, interaction
between them probably is not considerablt,!,

Lack of

social interaction, naturally, ,-fives rise to lacL of
socio-communica,:ion of any kind.

In this revect

at least, speciali%ation has curtailed meaniTeful
human communication.

But there appears to be another problem as-ociated
,/ith specialization as it affects cor'runication.

Be-

cause workers are efenerally sepw-ated accorditre to task,

they naturally tend to develop their own specialized
and personalized ways of talking about 'tat it is they
lo.

Consequently, effective socio-comunication,

at least on the job, appears seriously threatened
by such specialized jarlonsi,,Chase comments:
"...every Anerican belonis.to.one or more sub-cultures,
dependfar upon his occupation, income and antenzdcnts.
2-.Imesch, "Technology and Social Canmunication,"
o. 456.
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A doctor's Datte;.::s are different from those of a

taxi-driver or a boiler maker."23

Presumably, ,.ays

of socio-communicating are subsumed under the "patterns"
of which Chase speaks.
3.

Fragmentation.

As spPcializatian continues, as research
extends into new fields and probes more
deeply into old ones, as the economy continues to create new technologies and
services, subcults will continue to
multiply...Specialition means a movement
away from sameness.'
There seems to be a vaguely indescribable
sentiment which presently abounds in this country that
life is complex and complicated, that "...society
bombards the individual --.7ith a swirl!.ncr, seeminITly

patternless set of alternatives ..."

25

Perhaps one of

the reasons for this over-co-Tlexity is the proliferation of the subcults of which Toffler speaks.

He

indicates that one cf the other trends, speciali-ation, is huciely responsible for these bountiful

alternatives of subcults.

Diversity and speciali:;a-

tion contribute to splinteriwf contemporary man's
personality in nuti.erous ways.

One of these ways is the

surfeit of value structures presently offered him.
lnderld, modern -an in Amrica can literally choose into

2-Stuart Cl.asc, The Power of Words (New York:
Harcou. t, Brace, and Company, 1950, p. 83.
2`

roffler, Future Mock, pp. 2V7 -288.

2:Ibid., p. 307.
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Which cubicle he would like to fit by placinK value
on partiaalar ideas or ideals.

Such value-centered subcults probably attain a
degree of homogeneity to permit them to develop
their own localizes and specialized jarceons.

Obviously, the rreater the nunber of these subcult
"tongues," the more difficult becomes meanirrful
socio-communication, both at =ork and at play.

Perhaps

one can suggest that the more strorrly held the values,
the more homogeneous the group, the more localized the
lawmacre, thus making intracubicle communication
easier and intercubicle communication more difficult.
A model based on su-gested value choices will be
posited later in this chanter.
4:

Ife dhanizat ion .

De spite McLuhen ' s sanrmine

concept of the ,inteTrated

brou--ht about in -..art

by the electronic media, Ruesch, for one, points out
some of the more detrimental effects th-1 machine a-fe

has had on human cornunication.

Cormunication used to

be face-to-face; now conmunicators may be far apart,
thus reduciw- the hu-an quality of tle act.26

Pachines

such as the telephone have been responsible for thir
new a-e of "far-away communication."

Dut possibly a

more serious consequence the machine has had for

cormn.cation is that "...messa'es are separated from
2'Ruesch, "Technolo-y and Social Communication,"
pp. 45 -458.
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the persons frog, whom. they emanate; the; -efcre messa-es

can be manipulated and distort-d."27
It appears that Cle c-min,- of the machine a -re

has affected socio-communication in still a mcre
profound ,Yay.

The machine poselbly has 7.rcne a lone

way in creatin-f. a rift between the t, ,o cultures by

quaking the very ground on which these t-o qreat
groups of intellectuals T,alk.

At this point, the

concept of cultural lag will be injected into the dis-

cussion, which Ogburn says, "...occurs when one of
two parts of culture which are correlated chanr:es
before or in -greater decree than the other part does,

thereby causin

less adjustment betteen the to

parts than existed previously."28. The nrlture freaks
of the' Renaissance primarily were the embodiment of
what today is the non - scientist.

In other ,-ords, the

cultural lay of five hundred years a5o favored the

arts and humanities over the sciemes.
appears to have changed.

Now all that

With the quid: arrival of the

machine and technolorry, the scientist appears to :save

the upper hand.

And because the sciences have out-

stripped the arts and humanities -ith respect to rate
of chan'Te, the schism bet*-een tl-nse two c-reat intel,.ectual

Ibid., n. 458.
O-burn, On Culture and 'social Tran-c
1964), p. 88.
Whim o: University of T-icao
2 'William
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camps appears to be an evar--:?iderene -111f, threatentie very fibre the socio-consunication occur -

rint within the intellectual world, and there exists
a chew, of mutual suspicion and distrust because of this
lack of communicative interaction.
To conclude discussion of the trend to =-ard

mechanization and its effects on socio-communication, it may be well to note one interestin':

perspective on the difference between the nature of
man and the nature of machine:

.what cannot be loved by one who can love,
and what cannot love what can be loved, are
less than hunan, no matter how much they look
and behave like men. rachines fail on bot:a
counts. They are, in short, not human, and
thus cannot be said to haVe selves or minds,
riehts or responsibilities.29
Van, then, is piesented with a puzzle.

For =::hile

the technolo'y imparts an ea,ier T-ay to live his days,

it impines on his inalienablness.

to his human-

Vass communication brin--,s men closer to:ether,

but once within speakin- distance, they find meanin-ful co7munication an arduous venture, maybe not worth
the effort.

The machine gloriously 7orks for man, but

just as cruelly works a'ainst him at the sane time, and
everywhere man cries a-ainst this dehirlanization.

erodin of mants socio-ccnInunication perhaps offers
some justification for his cry.
29Paul Weiss, "LaTre in a rachine A-fe," in T:-'e
ratson and Ag Ontalt1 (edi:57

(New York: T:.^ Free Presn, 1967), p. 69.
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Thl

The erosion of socio-corrunication--a causal &lain
The four trends on the conterporary.culture rap,
intimately bound up with each other, probably inhibit
meaniwful socio- co:- 'n'unication. A causal chain

presented graphically below s'lows

communication may be slowly dying.

effective socicA verbal

explanation fellows the diaram.

jAdvent of technolo-ld

Related trends of diversity
specialization and
mechanization

,

-

1
1

1
1

"CampaT-tment man"i

group formation and their lack
jofeffective sccio-cormunication

Cultural frwmentation
[

alone, value lines

1
1
1

y

J.

Lack of meaninrful socio-communication amon-; individuals
1

"The Lrosion of Ffocio-Communicatian"-A Causal Chain
',rives rise for
4,1rw

Fl-mre 1.

1. Advent of technolonr.

The comin- of the

technoloreical are and its profound effect on the

contemmorary cultural scene was discussed in the last
few pages.
2.

Trends of diversity, specialization, and

mechanization.

These trends too were discussed in the

forer.roinrf par,:es, as were their possible effects on

human communication.
3.

"Compartment man."

The wash of increasin-

specialization and diversity appear to give rise to
a bein,.: who will be roferred to as "compartment man."
Van seems to be rfradually assu,,in?; the masque of a

compartment man, existinre wit .in one of numerous

social, political, and cultural niches or cubicles,
in T,hich he occupies his own small compartment.

Perhaps

one can liken the unit, i.e. the aforemIntiowd
cubicle, to an impervious, strong--alled buildin,r, and
the sub-unit, i. . the aforementioned compartrent, to
a sound-proof booth within that build _n-:.

The

implication for the c-ncept of socio-comrunication is
clear: there aprears to be minimal socio-co-munication

within and beteen cubicles (groups) and compartments
(individuals).
4.

nroup formation and their lack of effective

socio-communication.

Once the compartment man perceives

others to be residin- in compartment. similar to his
own, the compartment rnn 1ill band to-ether and be' -in
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to form fairly homogeneous -roups.

But once differ^nces

are perceived between the different rroups, the malaise
of non-communication appears to set in between such
groups.
5.

Cultural fragmentation along' value lines.

Then, because of individual differences and different

value structures and value perceptions, this lack of
communication bet7:een crcups appears to give rise to
the fra-rentation of fTroups into various culture
cubicles.

(The process by which the fragmentation

occurs will be proposed in the neNt section).
6.

Lack of reanim:ful socio-con unieation anon"'

individuals.

Finally, the cmpartment man, made

possible by the tecl-nolorrical culture, arises once more

to cause breakdowns in communication between individuals(
Technolo-y makes the contemporary man specialize more
than ever, before; consequently personal jargons become

similarly specialized, so that meanitrful zocio-

counication betT-een individuals seem- to become more
difficult than in less specialized tiros.
Eirrht cubicles of contenporar, nan--a model

Again, ideas are first presented qraphically,
followed by a verbal presentation intending to show the

result of the cultural fragmentation of modern man in
Azne r is

"A Proposed Yodel of Cultural. Fra.mentation
o:7 Contemporary ran."
Fin ire 2

Intellectual orld

Avant-

"S;-7incler"
;

5ardise

--4

Post-adolescenc

Specialization takinn.:

hold

Adolescence

Acaderic
World

Social

World

Characteristic Values
Acaderlic

Slitist-ind-ren4.ence

Social world-sociability
Quantitative man (Q1)-

"Conmon ran"-usefulness
to society
Participator -sccial
activism
Avant--ardist-intel
lectual sociability

pragmatic intellirfence

Qualitative man (Q2)academic intelliff.ence

":;uper-intell^ctual" (Q3)intellectual versatility
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"Swiner"-sociability

Van seems most like other nen when he is very
young.

This similarity is probably basically bound

up with educational and -ocial values: for example, he
tends to dislike school and the opposite sex.

But

somehow, either throupt the natural maturin-. process
or the marked manifestation of. individual differences,

it seems that the younr person begins to go his own

ray once adolescence is reached where these
are concerned.

values

Some look around and find out that

they are somehow smarter than most others, and thus
place value on high academic performance.

After all,

despite the apparent gradual disapnearanue of tradition-

al values in current society, intellience (or the
ability to learn), as a value to be nrized, stubbornly
refuses to be budged from the traditional value sphere,
and in fact "...intr,lliqence and inventiveness... are

values that -ill probably be in the ascendant for
many years ahead."" Others discover they are betterlookin5 or somehow more personable than most of t'.-oir
peers.

Thus, they drift into what miralt be called the

social world.

The two great cate-ories of academic man

and social man, at least on the adolescent level, often
possess a peculiar mutual exclusivity.

renerally, though

30Nicholas Rescher, "What Is Value Chan-,e," in
N. Rescher and K. Baler (eds.) Values and the Futu,:e
(New York: The Free Press, 1969), p. 8k.

of course not always, man is either one or the oth.::.

With the colic expe-ience, or at least the
experiences encountered durinc7 these years, the values

of intelligence and sociability lead most down
obviously diverr'ent paths.

To a lar,Te extent, the

adolescent academic man tends to remain in that culture

world, which will now be referred to as the "intellectual
world" (to denote the idea of a more rir-orous type of
mental activity).

The same probably is t-ue of the

social man; he will tend to stay in his sphere.

But

the sophistication of college life presents some net=

alternatives.

Now the academic man must decide whether

he will specialize in the sciences or the arts, in the
quantitative disciplines or in the qualitative di-ciplines;

Here, quantitative disciplines refer to ti.ose

subject areas whose orientation is essentially toward
the number- thinker:

Mathematics
Computer ?cience
Statistics
Erv*inee-in
Business 4arlinistration Physical Sciences

The qualitative disciplines refer tc those spheres of
learnirK whose orientation is toward the verbalthinker:

2n7lish
History
Speech-communication The arts
Philosophy
Social Sciences

It is sometimes convenient to clarify this point of
separation if 'one notes the nature of the intellectual
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stance asruned by the quantitative' and qualitative

man, respectively.

11

Fachlup, in sizing up the

differences bet,ven the quantitative disciplines,
which he calls the natural sciences, and the
qualitative disciplines, which he calls the social
sciences, says: "...the sncial sciences have a
requires ent of 'subjective interpretation of value-

motivated actions' which does not exist in the
natural sciences."31
A. very small and elite cubicle holds the man who

is equally comfortable with numbers and -ords.

Ee

will be called the "super-intellectual."
But the non-intellectual man rust find a home as
well durin' these years.

In the contem-orary culture,

perhapi one can note three kinds of social man.

One

of these has bean here all the time and this cubicle
has not chan-ed sirrnificantly in composition for
decades.

He is the social "switv'er."

Another cubicle

in the social world contains the social participator,
i.e. the social and political activist.
social cubicle holds the ava nt-gardist

The third
,

the "intellectual

type" of social man.

And finally, a place rust be fcu d for the functional
31Frits Fachlup, "Are the 51ocial Scinnces Really
Inferior ?," in n. Levitas, ed., Culture and Consciousness (New York:
PP.

''eorge Braziller-12

man, the man uho. is characterized by the value of
usefulnes- to sc,ci^ty.

There anpear to be tlo kinds

of vanthe "common man," chnracteriz-ql generally as
the blue-collar worker, and tIle elitist, characterized

generally by the -hite-collar worker, or professional
man.

Thus, it appears the "big picture" of cultural

framentation of modern American society alone different
value lines contains three different culture -,orlds:

the intellectual, functional, and social -orlds.

In

addition, these worlds contain eirrht splinter

cubicles: the quantitative, qualitative, and super.
intellectual, belon-:ine to the intellectual ,orld; the
.

partienpator, avant-eardist, and sw5neer cubicles,
contained in the social world; and the "comoon Tnan"

and elitist, belonitr to the functional world.
Naturally, while it is possible to possess some of
these different values, eenerall:: ran can be characterized
as belonp:inq primarily to one or another of these
cubicles.

Characterization of tte cubiclesthe intellectual -orld
1.

The quantitative man.

Quantitative man will

be referred to as 'QC for short.

He can be

characterized most readily by the ideas and disciplines
he stucies.

He is the physicist, mathr.:)atician, computer

scientf3t, and en'-ineer,,

The more acader5cally

sophisticated of businessmen also seen to fit in
the accountant, corporate l-ead, etc.

here,

T: ey

are all charact^rized by the value of pragmatic

intelliNence, suvestin- that they are intellectually
inclined in a way that can potentially be useful to
the society in which they live.' Ate they are all
"number thinkers," who are more at hone with
quantifiable concepts than verbal ones.

Given a

choice, they 'qould rather deal with numbers than
words.

Since most men in the (21 cubicle have been

spawned by the new technology, it is easy to see why
they appear to be held in fairly high esteem by the
rest of society.

The reason 20y this seems to be

fold: (1) that technolofty appears to hold the upper

hand in the game of cultural lag, and (2) that their
contribution to society tends to be a viz.ible one--

the rocket to the Mon, the computer, the latest
bridfe.

The qualitative man.

2.

as Q2.

He will be referred to

Again, perhaps the easiest ay to dra:7 a

caricature of this intellectual cubicle is to note the
nature of the work 02 performs.

He may write, be

intimately involved with the social sciences in some
way, or teach.

But is sore -ay or another, he seems

almost always to be immersed in some type of creative
activit 7.

(1). is characterized by his placement of value

upon acIdemic

connoting the idea of a
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more creative mntality and seen as perhaps being less
practical (useful to society) kind of mentality.

He

is the verbal thinker, as distinluisled fron the
numerical one, Ql.

He is the humanist -'ho sore-

times invei7hs atrainst the tochnclor:ical rush.

Perhaps he en' ayes in this vilification necause his

contribution to contemporary society is not as
noticeable as 01,s.
found within the

This is because he is often
of academe, and therefore may

represent somethin' of "the invisible man" to the rest
of society.
3.

The super-intell.ectuals.

not surprisincrly, as Q3.

He shall be known,

This infintely tiny and

marvelously elite cubicle houses those who place
value principally upon a kind of intellectual
versatility.

In other '-orris, they are equally at home

with numerically and verbally oric _ad concepts and
*Iminent scholars like C.P. :how belonir

here, i.c. the sci^ntist and artist wrnpned'into one.
Q3 constitutes the true, modern-day Renaissance man,
for T.:hien Inftraham valued strivity- 'hen he said:

"...I frankly advocate a cause--the cause of broad
intellectual interests..."32
Characterization of the cubicles --thy social orld
4.

The social partiepator.

He seers to corre-

322'ark InfTraham, "The Omnivorous rind,.' The Speech

Teacher, 11, (1962), p. 193.
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spored rou,hly to .'nderson and Sharpers embodiment

of the Anarchist:

The anarchists are volatile, vocal,
rebellious and sometimes revolutionary
products of affluent middle imericans.
Apparently' rootless yet anchored to the
symbols of chance, cortemporary causes
find ready exponents vtacn- the Anarchists.33
Here, they are characterized by their placement of
value on social and political activism.

They appPlr

obviously anti-traditional in life style, and though

small in number, the partiepators are highly visible
(or audible) to the rest of the socio-cultural
structure.
5.

The social swinrfer.

He has been present for

a lowr, time, as was mentioned previously, and corresponds

roughly to early, adolescent man.
sociability.

Both value

One midtt consider him the "niht man"

for that is when he is most visible.
6.

The avant-ardist.

This particular cubicle

is characterized by the value of intell,-ctual sociability,

connoting the idea that the avant--fardists approach

sociability with a higher 'intellectual sense' than
does the swin-er.

They are the beautiful people,

liable to in members of the jet set.

This then is

a small but affluent, cosmopolitan, and hir-hly

visibl- group...who...have become aeAters of what is
s

itt31

3: \nderson and Sharpe, "The New rarketplace ," p. 43.
3L.

rbid., p. 49.
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Characterization of the cubicles--the functional :-orld
7.

The common man.

This culture cubicle is

represented by tlle ima-:e of the blue-collar worker,

who places value on usefulness to society.

"They

fill the intermediate and lower occupational and
socioeconomic strata, and the bars, bo :ling alleys,
and stadiums on wer,k-ends."35

Perhaps this is too

crude a picture, however this cubicle appears to be
the lar--est of the eiJrht in terms of quantity.

Both

Q1 and the common man are seen as useful to society,
only Q1 desirms the bridge, and the common man builds
it.
8.

The elitist.

This cubicle appears to be

represented ny the -hite-collar workr-r and professional
man or,:.:oman.

Pe places value on independence,

chiefly cn the job.

This is a relatively hetero-

gen-ous cubicle whose members constitute the upper -

reaches of the sccio-econo-ic strata.

The American mals who wears a button-down
collar...probalAy also wears in,---tip shoes
and carries an attachd case.
If we look
closelyl chances are we shall find a facial
expression and brisk manner intsndr-d to
approximate those of the stereotypical
executive.36

Nan, then, has come a ton' -ay--from the caves in
35Ibid., p. 47.
36 Toffler, Future Shock, p. 307.
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Spain to neat, little

cubicles. In the process,

perhaps he has become somewhat dehur,anized by
delu -re of

technological achievement.

the

And it seems

while this cl:apter may havb
insirrnificant or even small contribution to that

strant-ely ironic that,

made an

process, the next discusses one of mants activities

which marks his

hur"an-nesssocio-cormunication.

36

CHAPTER III.
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cubicle amon-, its members, and (2) what relationships

can be discerned between the various cubicles.

If one

happens to be interested in sccio-communication, then
one examines how and chat people are sayin- to one
another among or within each cubicle and between the
cubicles.
It is clear, then, that ':hat will be dealt with

here is both style and content.

They will be discussed

separately, though it is probably accurate to say that
" ...style is...related intimately to c?ntent or what
is communicated... Vary style and you -ill vary content

slightly or greatly, inconsequentially or seriously."38
Finally, the stance one must assume in this
small venture is of he who can obr:erve others in a

detached vay while they are involved in one of life's
intimacies: the act of socio-communication.

Perhaps

it would be wise at this juncture to keep in mind that
socio-communication appears to be a listener-centered
concept, rather than a speaker-centered concept.

To

Viller, for instance, a mend is speaker-oriented; a
tact, which is a cor-ment about the world, is listener -

oriented.

Thus, it would appear that the ccncept of

socio-cot munication is analogous to Villerts tact.39

3 Cordon, The lanqunges of Communication, p. 194.
neorrte ?tiller, LaMuasre and Comrunicetion (New
York: :cr:raw-Hill Book Company, 195f) , p. 166.
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Socio-communication within the cubicle s the
intellectual world
1.

Quantitative man OD. Once, when discoursinc*

on the subject of experirentation, a di-tinguished
marketing professor, known to brine a distinct
quantitative orientation to his work, remark'd that
he would 0:,?.t *nervous' 411never he would see too many

words in the body of an experiment.4°

While Q1

may or may not be the most nervous of the cubicles,
he perhaps is one of thr, least verbal.
Albert 7.instein, a quantitative ,:enius, was

evidently not a 'word thinker' as a yourr man.

Rather laconic, he most likely thou-ht in concepts,
an ability which was to permit him to conceive of his
relativity theory. 41
These trlo examples may hell) to shed some li-fht

on how quantitative man communicates in his cm
cubicle.

If Ol is relatively non-verbal, then

possibly he is a relatively weak communicator within
his own croup.

Bo-ever, another alternative, expresred

by an eminent connunicolc-ist, suggests that he may be
an extremely effective cormunicator zithin his own
'crowd.'

He posited that quantitative man--the ev-ineer,

40 View expressed by Dr. Frank Bass, professor of

marketirw, Purdue University, In a lecture riven at the
Ohio State University, 7-arch 1, 1972.
441a1' er Sullivan, "New York Times,!' March 27, 1972.

scientist, mathematician, has d-veloprd a hi-hly
sp'cialized and technical lanquar.e which he uses

to describe his technical manipulations.

To be sure,

the concept of technicality implies preciseness.

If

this be true, then at least amonr: his own kind,

Q1 may indeed be an effective communicator.
But technical communication also implies non ernotional communication, which may also contribute to
Usually, it -.-ould seem that

precision of meaning.

emotion tends to inhibit effective communication,
both within and between groups.

Thus Ql appears, in

style at least, to be a precise, teemical, and nonemotional comrunicator.

Now that Qi's style of socio-communication has
been discussed, it may now be useful to posit some
ideas on the content of his socio-communication,
keepir,,' in mind cordon's basic thesis of style havity- sintificant effect upon content.

Q1 appears to be

existing outside the social and political maiastrears
in contemporary America.

He does not see to be a

culture "trend-setter," at least where social and
political values are concerned.

Perhaps this is because

he is the specialist spawned bythe new technolor:y.

As such, his socio-communication has become similarly
speciali!:ed, thus en:ancing- extensive intracubicle
42

View expressed in conversation 77ith Dr. Franklin
Knower, professor of corunication, Ohio State
University.

40

J

communication.

However, this condition T:ould also

appear to preclude meanin-'ful intercubicle communina-

tin.

If this is so, clearly Qi may encounter difficulty

in communicating about ideas and concepts not so

specialied and technical as his own--for example,
social and political issues, with Other 'types' of
men.

Thus, because of this relatively hi. h degree

of homogeneity of the Q1 cubicle and the attendant lack
of interaction with other cubicles, one perhaps encounters
difficulty when attempt in' to determine the content

of the quantitative man's socio-comunication.

Rather,

in this case, it may be more si-mificant to try to
determine Qi's priorities in his socio-co-lmunication,

i.e. the thiwes he talks about most often within his
own crowd.
These non- sp -'cialized concepts seem to be

stochastic ones and allow the communicators the
"luxury" of subjective interpretation.

These t-o ideas

seem anathema to Q1, who appears to be a precise,

technical cormunicator, keenly interested in
quantifiable concepts.

These specialized, quantifiable,

and objective ideas would seem to constitute much of
Qi's intracubicle communication.

In other

because Qi is the "number-thinker," he probably tends
to communicate in quantifiable eonce.pts too.
2.

Qualitative man (Q2).

"The worst style...

that one frequently finds on a university camprs is
used by professors in thir cor:munications with eacls
other, particularly among 1-:n-Aish' and 'Communications'

faculties."
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While this sentient may be a subjective

overstaterent, nevertheless there may be more than a
grain of truth in it.

Perhaps one of the rersons Q2

sometimes en -:aces in vilification of the technology
and its offspring Qi, is that he envies the de,t7:ree of

precision the quantitative man has been able to attain
in his technical cormunicaticn.

Specialization and

technicality in language seem to breed precision.
But, according to cultural lag and the variability of
human behavior, the humanities have not chan'-ed (or

even perhaps have not advanc-d) as much as the sciences.

The qualitative man thus has not developed such
precision or specialization in his work; therefore
his socio-communication anon -* his fellow qualitative

men remains relatively imprecise.

This may account for

some of the feclitw.s expressed in Cordon's statement.

Another factor which may contribute to this imprecision is the idea of Q2's corfortabl3neqs with words.
Because he appears to m:71talize in verbal rather than

numerical concepts, he probably has been able to attain
a kind of verbal adeptness, i.e. he is relatively
articulate.

And if "mearinr's are in people ," it is

"Gordon, The Languales of Communication; p. 191.

obvious that disruptions can easily occur in scciocomnunication -ithin the C2 cubi.cle, for corrunication
"...is an achiever-ent when it works because the
mesrzacle receiv-d is not alays the ressar-e sent.""4
But to tojet at the crux of the meanie' behind

Gordon's statement, one may need to refer to the
numerous scholarly journals for --hick Q2 is

responsible.

The rationale ±n this is t'rat man's

socio-communication, essentially an oral exercise, may
be reflected in his writings.

Mere, the concept of

intellectual snobbism may be relevant.

ror one

frequently discovers in such journals abstruse ideas

written about in even more abstruse =rays.

TIe idea

probably is that such articles appeal to a very small
audience--nar,ely, other Q2's.

Occasionally, cne is

struck by the idea that these articles are needlessly
complex.45

Perhaps this is more nearly what '3ordon had

in mind.
Because he is the "-,-ord-tbinker," as opposed to

Qi, the "number-thinker," Q2 probably is more

concerned -ith ideas and issues hich allow for
subjective interpretation and discussion.

Per!-aps for
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A. Crain Baird and Franklin jf. Kno,er, Mssentialn
of Genc.ral Meech (New York: ?'c'ra-Hill nook Ccr-pany,
1968) , p. 6.
45An e:-;mple ray. be found in C. Wright rills'
criti.cism of the style of the eninenlTalcott "'arsons. C. Teri -lht /;ills, The Socioloical
Ima-ination (New York: The Oxford :vess, 1 59), p. 26.
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this reason, as well as others, Q2 seems more involved,

either directly or indirectly, in communication
concerning the key political and social issues of the
day than is his intellectual counterpart, Qi.

And

because of this, the qualitative intellectual arpears
to contribute more input to the cu ltural mainstream

than does the "number man."
Its languaee apnears relatively imprecise and nontechnical, which would seem to su gest that the Q2
cubicle is probably heteror:eneous; that is to say, a

mixed bag seems to exist here.

Nevertheless, one

probably can suegest with some assurance that Q

2

's

socio-communication tends to reflect the humanist point
of view for the humanities and related disciplines
represent Q2's field(s) of interest.

This may suqqest

a reason why Q2 is often an articulate spokesman for
the "softer" lines on political issues--that is, the
more liberal point of view.
3.

The super-intellectual (Q3).

This ran represmts

the suf:-'ested embodiment of the modern Renaissance man.

It probably would be a pleasure to talk -ith him, if
one could but only find him.

It is not that he is

inaccessible, but that there are so few cf him.

In a

world of infinite choice, especially where foals are
concerned, it is indeed not surprising that the most
difficult

to attain, namely intellectual

versatility, should be strived for by so few.
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It appears

as if Q3 could potentially form a brid:e over the
gulf of

non-communication ,Ihici

presently seems to

separate Q1 from Q2, if there were only more of him.
Thus, lor:ically; the super-intellectual is p -obably an

arnaham of the better points of style and content of
the socio-corrrunication of Qi and Q2.

He most likely

can communicate with the detached objectivity of Qi
as well as with the articulateness of Q2.

He can

talk to is:zues which allc l only for objectivity and
those to v.aliich subjective interpretation is more

appropriate.

Q3 may therefore be as close to a

"perfect comnunicator" as may exist in the modern
culture.

It would appear that, at least in the intellectual
style and content of socio-communication are

vorld

functions of the kind of mental activity in which each
intellectual man is involved.

This dois not appear

to be the case with the men of the social world, as
will be discussed below.
Socio-cortrunication
world

4.

the cubicle s--the social

Vie social pa.rtic5.pator.

Anderson and Sharpe

called their anare'ist, --ho seems to rourrhly correspond

to the-social participator here, volatile and

vocal.146

6Anderson and .iharpe, "The re.r.q rarketplace,

p. 48.

While "it is true that the activist sentiment has
waxed and raned,"47 this cubicle has made its
presence felt on the socio-cultural rap because
of the participator's seemin-ely loud and unusual

ability to articulate his feelings and ideas.

The participator's emotional way of communicatinwith others of his own cubicle is responsible, in
part, for this stentorian style.

Vatters he approaches

allow for subjective interpretation, -Ihich also helps
to explain this vocalnesf:.

The participator's so-etimes

excessive erotional subjectivity occasionally breeds

While this smallish cubicle, not surprisin;fly,
appears relatively homo--eneous, the socic.;communica-

tion takin

place therein seems irprecise, unlike the

socio-communication in another homoreneous cubicle-This occasional emotional subjectivity apnears to
abet this imprecision.
this homo-eneity?

But ho=, does one account for

Perhaps a factor inherent in the

particip',.tor's intracubicle communication fo-terin-

this hamo-,-neity is his extensive use of kinesics, or
'body lan-qm,fe.

1411

Gestures and other nonverbal

47Francis Allen, 'ocio-oulturalarna-,ics (New York:
The racmillan Corpany, 1971), p. 308.
4810y" N. 7,i-enberff and Ralph R. Smith, Jr.,
Nonve-bat Cormunication (yew York: Bobbs-:lerrill Co.,
1971), p. 27.
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communicative expres7ions probably play a large part

in the participator's socio-comunication -ith other

uis

participators, as well as object lanuage."
exten-ive utili%ation of communication thror-h

material thins, such as hair god unusual clothix-,
probably helps 1:o unify this particular cubi.ele, as
such ltrE.-A.il fs' sec-- indigenous to only this rroup.

But what really separates this e*roup from others is

its obviously d-viant life-style.

Finally, -here style is concerned, the participator
appears to be the one who is most responsible for
creating and diffusing, throughout the culture the

latest, hilhly rpecialiced 'cool ja -ons.'

Phrases

like "right-on," "rip-off," and so on probably sprine,

first from the participator's socio-comunication.
This factor too t-ould seen to contribute to cubicle

solidarity and homogeneity.

Like Q/, the social participator appears to be in
the socio-cultural rainstream, even if on its frin-es.
"Apparently rootless, yet anchored to the symbols of
chances, contemporary causes find ready exponents arlon5

the Anarchists."50

The participator probably con,,unicates

socio-political positions sinilar to those nn advocates,
49

Ibid., p.

50And-

and Sharpe

,

"The New rarke t lace ," p. 48.

except that his solutions to problems.-encrally seem
more radical and un-'orkable than those proposed by
Q2.

Perhaps one could suggest that t1

social

participator's socio-communication tends to reflect
the ideal on which he seems to place most value- social and political activ!.sm.

The composition of

this cubicle ap-ears to be in a constant state of
As the social participator seems to be one of

flux.

the principal a-rents of charv-e in the socio-political

matrix, this should not be viewed with surprise.
5.

The social swin-fer.

Eembers of nost other

cubicles use the word as their chief tool of
communication, and the --ord is only reinforced and

complemented by the tools of nonverbal ca-munication.
In the case of the social s-,inr-er, the situation appears

very nearly the revers.

The swinger perhans

constitutes the "shallo- comrunicator," for it appears
he enrages in the act of socio-communication in an
essentially nonverbal -ay.

Outverd physical appearance

probably is the most vital c,mmunicatirr: device he

employs in his veritable ba- of socio-co-munication
tricks.

relemant.

Here, both body and object languages are rost
It probably can be said that for^ him,

physical appearance is the swinr,er's nar-e-plate can

conveys more neanirr than any words he could possibly
say.

That seems to be

the latest fasl,ions and

hair styles are so quickly asrumed by this man.
this respect, at least, he is a trend setter.

In
He also

values objects: his automobile, his apartrent, all

evidences of his utilization of object lanwage.
And because the swiyller appears to be an essentially

nonverbal communicatcr, using words only to complerent
his visual tools, one mi rht suspect he may be some-

thin- less than an effective socio-communicator.
HoT.Tever, this cubicle seems to be a relatively

homogeneous one.

These unwritten dress codes and

hair codes are understood ty all.

In addition, a

spncialif3ed jargon constitutes the minor, or
verbal component, of the swirreerts socio-cor-munica..tion.

He appears to assimilate quickly many of the

catch-phrases first created by the participator.
Thus, it is entirely possible that the socio-communication 501P1 on in this cubicle. is effective socio-

communication.

It appears a select croup, and if one

does not conform to the latest styles and lan-ma,e,
he cannot become a member.

The swinger appears outside the realm of political
and social consciousness, even thoucit he is part of

the social world, as has

been

sugn:ested here.

This is

because that to him, bei n-- a member of tl'e social
world connotes the sole value of sociability.

In

other Tords, he defines "social" in his own specialized
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way, another bit of evidence that this cubicle is
probably a homoreneous one.

Key political and social

issues do not appear to interest him.

Not

surprisinel.y, the content of his communication
T.lith other swin'ers probably reflects those ideas

on T-hich he places valuq: appearance, k'y material
objects, i.e. those thinr,:s ttilh mark his

sociability.

Perhaps the optimal way to describe

tl-e content of his socic-communication is to suggest

the possibility that the swine::'s forts might be
small talk.

That is, he *flay converse or many top5_4s,

but not in a serious, meanin'ful, or cormitted way.
Bence, the use of the tern 'shallow communicator.'
6.

The avant-rfardist.

Here ar-ain, it may be

useful' to briefly note a

style of cormunica;:ion

in order to gain greater insight into an oral style of
communicating.

Publications like "Playboy" seem to

reflect a kind of intellectua'.ized sociability, the
suggested characteristic value of the avant- fardist in

the model.

When commenting on the cc-amunicative style

of both "Tire" and "Playboy," Cordon states that "they

are both heavily d-pendent upon narrative and picture
in communicatinr with read-rs."51

So it seems to be

510ordon, The Lanuaff.es cf Cor-mnication, p. 255.

with the avant-frsardist.

His sccio-cost municatiou

style appears to be a curious meld of n,2 and the
swinger'

is, he combines the verbal acuity

and articulateness cf the qualitative int^llectual

with the skill of cormunicating in nonverbal ways
and in the special jar-ons of the s-inler.

Thus,

his placement of value upon the concept of
intellectualized sociability.

Because he appears to be essentially a hybrid,
combining- the 'best of both --orlds,' (the intellectual

and the social), this zroup appears to be a relatively
hetero-eneous one.

Attendant to the idea of two

worlds is a combination of representative "ton-ues."
Perhaps the verbal socio-cot munication mode employed

in this cubicle can be described as an articalate
relatively speciali---.ed jar-on.

That is, some, but not

all of the catch-phrases used by the participator and
swinger are assimilated heT-e, and they are probably not

used as frequently as they tend to be in the two
aforementioned cul,icles.

This seems to be melded Tith

a 'low order' version of n2 's articulateness.

In

addition, the avant-lardist ap-ears to be extrPmely
talented as a nonverbal communicator.

Indeed, the

avant-rrardists seem to be meribers of the 'jet set'

mlre for their chic ao"earance than for their
articulateness.

They apnear to ccrmunicate in nonverbal

modes similar to those employed by the st-,in-er;.the

difference is that thry wear fashionable ,ire-rimmrd eyeYlasses because they ''avo to, and the swin-fer wears

them because he likes the ray they look.

Not unexpectedly, the content oZ the avantgardist's socio-communication appears to again combine
contents of srveral other socio-communication :.

While,he is no doubt capable of talking about ideas
and issues in a shallow and non-binding way, he is
likewise capable of influencing the socio-cultural
maelstrom.

He too seems to address the same issues

as do the participator and Q2.

He is able to

influence the cultural rainstrearn because he is so

visible and not neces-arily because of his stance on
a particular issue.

And, depending upon one's point

of view, the avant-gardist is a 'high order swing-ter,'

or more perjoratively, a 'low-order intellectual.'
Socio -corm nni cation -ithin the cubicle s the functional
world
7.

The common man.

As stated previously, the

common man is nersonified ')y the blue-collar worker,

and his cubicle is probably the most heavily populated
.of all the cubicles.

This situation -ould seem to

imply that much het'- rogeneity exists 1ere, and l,at,

in turn, -ould seem to suggest that effective sociocommun'lation may be at a premium here as well.
Obvious .y, because of this gross hatero-ene!ty, many
differe it, specialized ja'eons ex4st within this cubicle.

This condition would also seem to inhibit effective
socio-cormunication to any considerable decree.

Where style of communication is concerned, it
probably can be safely said that the "common man" does

not possess the decree of articulateness possessed
by several other kinds of men.

However, his voice

is very audible, precisely because of this relative
inarticulateness.

This apparent irony is intimately

bound up with the content of his communication.
The contemporary cultural mainstream is in the

midst of a catharsis; modern America is incessantly
chan5inf4 at a greater rate than ever before.

The

common man appears to 1--ish to maintain the status quo,

and thus addresses issues similar to those talked
about by Q2, the avant--ardist, and participator.
difference, of course
taken.

,

The

rests w:Ith respective positions

The blue-collar worker tends to assume the

hard-line position more often than does Q2, the avantgardist, or t;le participator.

Thus his ina-:ticulate-

ness relative to others' articulateness sems to
stand out.

It appears relatively difficult to postulate
further

hat the common man talks about because of the

apparent heterorreneous structure of this croup.

However, because he appears to place considerable value
on usefulness to society, it is likely this theme may
be present in his socio-soar iunication -ith other common
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This may be ranifested in several ways, one of

men.

which may be the vilification of those "effete
intellectual snobs," for their lack of apparent
usefulness to society.

The common man's value

structure thus seems traditional-.

So traditional

issues, from baseball to the --eather, perhaps comprise

a substantial part of his socio-cormunication.
8.

The elitist.

A young professor of

sociology once remarked to this writer that to his

knowledge, there had been no serious scholarly study
ever undertaken of the upper classes of American society, because, as he put it, "when they leave the office,
no one knows where they rfo."

The implication that they

were types of invisible men ,T-as clear.

However, an

alternative explanation may su-gest a possible reason
for their apparent "disappearance."

If the elitists

value indepetOence, both on and off the job, as
suggested in the mcdel, then it is not difficult to
understand the absence of scholarly studies on them.
For indnpenrIence would seem to imply lack of
communicative interaction a.,onT others of tleir same
group.

This situation, of course, would seem to preclude

much meaninefful intercubicle socio-communicatio-1 from

taking place.

Also, valuincf independence would seem

to imply hetnroreneity, also suivvestini- little

communicative interaction -ithln this cubicle.
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Thus, it is difficult to deduce and discern the
elitists's style of com-un5cation.

Verbally, he is

probably relatively articulate, and some even
communicate to others th:ough others.

It is clear

that most elitists live in offices for a third of the
day.

It is also clear that rnrny employ secretaries

who, among, other thim-s, set up appointments on orders

from the white-collar professional in the office.

Distinct res;ages can be sent by the elitist through
his of her secretary by their willin-ness, cr lack
of sane, to make arr)ointm-nts.

Nonverbal codes of cormunication become important
here, maybe more important than verbal ones.

For

example, the kinds of office furniture used ray
suregest a distinct message to the client; or -hether

the lawyer, doctor, etc., was on time or not for the
appointment; or the number of tires the executive
glances at his watch.
clues, as

These nonverbal cues, or

as others, are all at the disposal of

the executive and are frequently used to convey a
messa-;e to a client.

"Modern executives do not exert leadership in the
coinirv: of language

,

the settinc of style..."52

The

business executive, doctor, lawyer do not appear
restivT about sitting into the contemporary culture,
mix in 3ome -ay,

5 -Ruesch,

Acfain, their plac:ment of value upon

"Teclmolo-y and social Co-run'cation,"

p. 459
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independence would air:sear to inhibit any effect they

mirtht otherwise have on the socio-cultural mainstream.

They may talk about tIe weather or te :?ar, but their
lives seer very private,

little reanin-:ful socie-

cormunication occurrin7 among members of this cubicle.

Who is talk5arr to -hom?--socio-cormuncation beteen
the cubicles
It seams only natural that once one strips down

a cor7lomeration of various pieces or pa-ts into
those component pa-7ts to analyze the relationsh5ls

between the parts.

In this case, what will be

attempted now is a description of the different lines
of

socio-car' munication

between the cubicles, as they

appear cn the revised model sho-n on the following
pane.

This new model

then described verbally.

be shown crraphically and

"A Proposed Yodel of Cultural Fra-lnentr.tion
of Contemporary 'an."
3

articip
for

,

\

Intellectual World,

F nctional w

goCial Otr1

Post - adolescence

Specialization taki
hold

rre -ado le scence

Academic
World

su,r-ets meanincful socio
com-unicat ion occurring

surfcrests lit ;le meanin-ful
(----soclo-corr-mication occurn trf
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Social
World

The bur,.1;eonin- technolor'y has rlade the Allerican

of the 70's hitthly robile.

:or this and oth-r -reasons,

contemporary 'rerican socity appears to be in a
constant state of flux.

Therefore, in one sense, it

seems almost absurd to atte;pt to describe where
modern man is today when in all likelihoca, he 'ill
be somewhere else tororro ,.

The model offers only a

'frozen' 'limpse at the cultural topo'raphy; there-

fore the least that can and should be done is to
describe that picture.

Obviously, -hen values have be-n discussed, they
have be -n values in action; that is, functional values.
As the twin spectres of trchnolo-fy and -peciali-:ation

becin to flex their forridable sinews, the choices of
values'to which contemporary man can aspire expand.
Now the intellcctual, formerly the acr.demic man, can

choose bet-een the quantitative and qualitative castles,
bett-een a pra-ratic int-gli-ence and an acad.mic one.
Similarly, the social man can choose bet--een activis7,

intellectual sociability, or a 'social' kind of
sociability, betreon social and political participation
and partic5pation in the "jet .et."

(It is obvious

that in some cases. tlerl than -ere choice iz involved--

namely, status and money).

Finally, those -ho aspire

to the value of usefulnes- can clutch at the image
of the corn:-on man or th, elitit.

'evnral relationships

can be discerned beten the varicus cubicles, based
principally on the values --it:: ,hich they are

associated in the model.

The relative importance of the cubirlen--the intellectual
world
Whatever t-chnolordcal advances were made durinthe eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in this country

contributed to the scientific and teeolo,:ical rush
of the twntieth, with the end result et cultural rap
in reverse--the sciences are chant -in7 at ,-hat appears

to be an infinitely rapid pare, Tillie the arts seem to

be drawing their feet.

In the are -.,f the artificial'

brain and speed-up, Q2 anea-s to have slowed down.
Also, in the shallcr society in which we live, Q2 has
become the invisible man.
not seen.

He's not active, so he's

The fruits of his travails, be they schola-ly

works or theories, are neither accessible nor hichly
visible.53

Contrast this T.

the plight of 01, ,..hose

machines are seen everyday the automobile, computer,
etc.

Thus, Ql not. seems to hold the upper hand in the

"game" of cultural, and occupies a more important
position in the culture.

Therefore, he occupies the

larlest circle in the intellectual world.

"When disnusr5n1 th- n-a" 4-icality of the qualitative
intellectual in Octcbe,-, 1971, Dr. Franklin Yno..:er
:orm-nted that
question isn't practicality, gocd,
or bad. Rather, this is just "hat they like to do.

The relative importance of the cubiclesthe social
world

The social participator sects in a ccn-tant
state of chan'e.

Today's contemporary participator is

vocal and eaily recortnizable by his 'deviant' life
The swinr-er, on the other hand, se -ms always

style.

to have been around in approximately the same form
as today's swin'er.

of the avant-gardist.

The same seems to be also true
Therefore, the participator,

because of his audibility and visibility in influencinrthe socio-political mainstream occupies the lar.rest
circle

in the social -orld.

The relative im-,ortance of ti,e cubiclesthe functional
'.'orld

The elitist au nears to be the ccntemporary embodiment of the "inv-?siblc man."

His valuing independnnce

and privacy preclude his widespread visibility end
audibility r,ithin the cultural mainstream, and desnite
his prol,able artic-alatmess, he doesn't annear to care
that he, does not influence the culture in rny npnarently
meaninyfful -ay.

On the other hand, the co-non man is

audible and influ-nces ismer. with his strid-nt tr,,nes.
The fact that Is.'s nurbers seem to abound increase thf.s

influence.

That is -hy the common man cubicle is the

larger in the functional -oorld.

C'her relationships can 1),, dizcened and.discus-ed
as -el .

This discus-ion follots in the followin pa es.

1.

the 0

1

One must acceunt for tl-e peculiar~ locus 7f

cubicle, which seems to be

enjoying!

luxury

a

no othe:r man seems to possess he lives in two v0-1(17--

the intellectual and the functional, but clearly more so
in the forme r.

Hi- characte.rintic value, pramatic

intellience, implies that he indeed could exist in

to worlds--the pramatic or pracical one of the
functional man, and the intellectual. sph^re as well.
For example, Coser, on this point, rerarks: ";'any
(professors) are not? consultants to indust-y and the
govcrnent, and their advice is ea,eerly sou-eht

by powerful decision-makers."54

Here, the th-isicn-

maker is represented by the elitist.

However,

despite this al-parent coexistence!, there appears to be
little or no meanin,.ful socio - communication

place between Ql and the elitit.

talcin

Hence, the

appearance of the broken lines bet-e-n the tem cu'):*.cics.

Several -easons perhaps can be put forth which may explain this mini-phenomenon.

The, nature of the relation-

ship itself may be wholly professional.

For while

Ql's specialized and t-chnical ar--on may encoura-e
intracubicle socic-comunicaion, it proba',,ly tends to
inhibit meaninefful. -Intorcubicle socio-communicatinn.

In addition, the elitl-t's a parent penchant for
'54Louis
Ven of Idea- (new York: The Free
Press, 1965, p. 2r6.
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privacy may also serve to riti--ate the volume cf

effective socio-corunication acrosn cubicles.
Thus, what may exist in a socio-co-r-unication
context, --hen 0

1

cros-er over to consult in the

functional, may merely be communication concernin' the
problem at hand, i.e. not socio- corrunication at all.

Again, it is e.sy to see how speciali-ation reems to
work agai.nst effective !'unan communication in the
modern T.-orld.

2;

As specinlization in education and industry

firms its rr.rip, t1-0 decree of neanin-'ful socio-

communication is si-nificantly reduced as vodern man
berins to live in his rerpective cubbyholes.
and Q

2

Q1

appear to say little to one another, -Jilless

it is nasty.

This si-nificant lack of covi-unication,

indicated by the broken arrows in the :lodel, creates

woeful misperceptions of the other sid-.

Though Snow

was describing' his own culture, his remark is probably
applicable to this one as ,m11: "The de,!ree of

incomprehension on both sides is the kind of joke that
has gone scur."55

It's no doubt bitter by +-'ris ti-e.

What is 'Ming posited here is simply that t ?-ee appears
to exist an' inverse

between the amount of

sp-cialization inje-fe,' into a society and the md-mitude

of meaninqful socio-communication in that sociPty,

55 C.P. Snow, The

Cultures Fla' 'he !cien':ific

Revolution (New York: Cambrid-re University Press, 1959),
p. 12.

both amour,: or within and between different classes of

people.

It -ould seem that tie create- the de-Tree of

speciali-ation, the less a'preciation one -rroup of p-ople
has for another 'Troup's fe-linrrs and ideas.

In other

tords, the more speciali ation, the less tIse empathy.
Perhaps this su-Tfests t:hy the "t-o cultures" concept

seems not to be exciting writers t'ene days: they may
have little or no epathy for the 'other side; thus it
is difficult to -=rite or become concerned about the
other side.

In the case of Qi versus Q2, the

difficulty in intevcubicle socio-cozy runication Ty stem

'from one or more of several factors.

Q1 apnears to be

an objectively- oriented communicator; he is interested

in qu-ntifiable concepts.

Q2, on the other hand, is

interested in approachin-r issues and ideas from a

subjective point of view.

And these ideas are linked

to the contents of their resnective socio-ce7munications.

-::ssentially, 01 and Q2 appear to talk about

different orders of existence.

The quantitative intel-

lectual seers to have little concern for those ideas
and is-ues which allow for subjective interpretation;
the qualitative intellectual contributes to the socio-

cultural maias:veam preriely becaure he does address
himself to such isPues.

Althou-h undoubtedly the two

be-dn wit?: different sets of interests and aspirations

because of herndity and environment, th olasm b-t-een
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such differences, not a serious problem in adolescence,
appears to become magnified once specialized
compartments are chosen.

Then the lack of meanin--

ful socio- cornmunication sets in, and the rmlf of

non-cormunication seers to be altered into a 2:ulf of

suspicion and distrust.
3.

The Renai-sance-culture trend setters possibly

were: akin to the present-day Q2 man.

He is

characterized, of course, by the value of academic
intelligence.

If this tenuous theory is correct--

that Renais-ance man and Q2 were rou-hly co7=parable,
then one can note a seeminc5ly paradoxical situatirn:

Renaissance man -as a culture trend setter but Q2
appears not to be in today's cultural map, for he is
not particularly visible,.

Then who is this contemporary

trend setter?
Perhaps it is the social activist ,-:ho is cal7in'T

the cultural shots.

The activists' libertarian

philosopLy is being acted out everywherefrom the
drug cult, to college campuses, to the Broadway stage.
Hair, clothing, and even sexual mores have become
infinitely more casual since the activist arrived on
the scene in his p'-esent form about seven or eight

years a&o.

College curricula =,ere affected by his

presence, in that the social reiencos were pressured
into becomin: more relevant for students' lives.56

56AI len,

ocio-cultural. Dynamics , p. 312.
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And, of course, r'2 was affected by his advent because

no' he had somethin- new to write an' think & cut.
The nature of the relationship bet een the t-.o men seems
somewhat odd.

It seems almost as if the social

activist is an extension of Q2, in that thin is what

the intellectual -ould be doin-: were he active. A
vaguely empathic relationship seems to exist,
suggesting there may be meanin'ful socio-communication
occurring bet7-een the two cubicic.s.

And as to the

identity of the true intellectual in society, one may
safely say that perhaps this has always been somethirr:

of a mystery and no doubt -ill continue to be so.
But what of the socio-communication apparently

going on between Q2 and the wrticipator? As the
relationship is frequently teacher to -tudent, that
they communicate wf.th one another should not seem
surprisin ".

Perhaps this physical proxi-ity breeds

intellectual proxi-lity.

For both Q9 and the

participator appe,:r to api-lroach issues from a

subjective stance, i.e. one -hich allows for more
than one view.

Neither man possesses a pa-ticularly

specialized style of cocio-communication, as Qi does.
Thus, it --ould appear that the two are fairly closely

aligned in style of communication.

And, quite naturally,

they seem to talk about the sane thin-s wit: similar
poaitions, thou-h it is clear th- participator is more
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likely to be more radical in his are roach to these

issues than Q2 is likely to b.
4." It may be interest:7.n- to note the

peculiarities of the avant--a-dist.

He aprhears to

be goin:- in tT-o directions at once.

Re seems to have

a meaningful socio-communicative ,-elationship

with his social world naiAlbor, the swinger.

The

avant-c-ardist, it would appear, assimilates the catch-

phrases subsequent to their adoption by the s-iw-er.
In fact, the basic difference bet---een tit^ two men --mild

seem to b- that the avant-ardist tends to approach
the value of sociability with an intellectual sew-e,
which seems not apparent in the swiw-er.
Where this intellectualism is concerned, the
avant-!;ardist appears to imitate Q2's ,.-ay of talking

about things.

Both tend to be subjective socio-

cormunicators and both talk about similar scciopolitical issues,

Not un.-xpect;?dly, both tend to take

simile-, stands on these issues.

But -hile the avaat-

Ltard:Zst appears to be an emal7am of the intellectual

and social --orlds, he clea-ly places more value on his

membership in the latter.
Perhaps somethin' of an analc-ous relationship
between the avant---ardist and Q3 can be noted here.

As Q3 has the potential to bride the 'rap bet-een the
quantitative rnd qualitative ,en, so the alantw-ardist
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would seem to pos-es- the pot-ntial for diminishinthe rap which presently exist- 1-etween the social and
intellectual worlds.

BoT-ever, because the avant--ardist

appears to be somethirrr of a "rheteridal-sophist,"

i.e. not a serious, committed intellectual, this
potential may be considerably reduced.

Thus, while

both Q3 and the avant-rrardist seem to have this

unifying potential, it is the super-intellectual who
appears to possess the greater promise in this area*.

Application of cne of Derlo's models cf the cornunication
process to the sccio-cor-munication of the ei',A cubicles
While it ray be that the humeri dialo-ue in the

social context may rot interest as many writers as used
to be th:, case, there are several who still consider it

of prominent importance.

discusses the variou

Brockriede, for example,

dimensions of the social act of

conmunicatinc,57 and nerlo separates the concept of
cormunication in a social setting into its components.
This latter model will be applied to the style and
content of the socio-com-unicatian of the eiftht cate!-:oriel.

Clearly, while other communication models are relevant
here as well, Berlo's concepts seem to ber* for applica-

tion in this case.

Initially, it might be best to briefly describe
Y.

4.1.1111111111/........

5 '',1avne Brockr!..-d- . "Dimensions of the 3oncept of
Rhetor:c," in Quarterly.Journal of -peech, 54, (February,
1068), pp. 1-12.

the model.

Berlo divides this model into four

in- redients of conmunication:

(1) The source-encoder. This would corr-spond
roughly to Knower's communicator, for example.
As his name implies, he is t1.12 sender of the
Within the realm of the source,
messa-'e.
there are four factors which affect the
eventual effectiveness of his communication: his skill:: at the 'art' of com-unicating, his attitude,- concernin-: himself, the
receiver, and the mes7a-:e, thn level of
knowledge he has of the messa;fe's content,
and the socio-cultural context in -..hich he
comnunicates.

The mes-a,Te involves five
(2) The mesnacl.e.
additional variables: its content, -lements of
structure, code, and t-reatvent.

(3) The channel. The 6annel refers to ho- the
messa-e is transmitted from the source to the
receiver, i.e. throw-h -ghat mediu- or media.

(4) The receiver-decoder.
term, quite
naturally, refe7s to the person :.'ho is on
the receivir end of the source's ressa--e.
His skill at decodin-1; the ressaqe is also
dependent upon the four variables discussed
reference to the source: communicative
skills, kno:71edf-e, attitudes, and the sociocultural systen.

At this juncture, the socio-counication of each
of the eirht cubicles will be briefly di-cussed in light
of the mod,,l.

This effort, hopefully, -ill serve as a

summary and review of the major points of content
and style of the socio-cor-,unication of tl-e

different kinds of men, previously discur.scd in this
chapter.
1.

The quantitative man.

The source.

to be an effective sender of nessar-er, fer he

01 tends

probably has much knowledf-e of hi:- messar,e, and is

natively intelli-ent enou-h to translate it into the
apnropriate symbols.
The messare.

1::e messa-e is one that probably

is hi7hly specialized, perhaps employing relatively
sophistice.ted codes.

Because Q1 tends to be non-

emotional, the structure of the messare probably
tends to be coherent, at least to the receiver.
The channel.

Here, 01 tends to be all-lost

exclusively verbal, either in oral or written
fashion.

Nonverbal modes probably do not play a lar-e

part in his socio-communication.

His specialized terms

tell the story.
The rec.-iver.

Here, the communication process-

probably is an effective one, for the quantitative
receiver is a' le to decode the cpeciali-ed messa-se

becuase of his probable ext-nsive knowledge of the
nessa-re.
2.

The qualitative intellectual.

The source.

Likewise, because of his innat- intelli-fence, Q2

probably possesses considerable knowledle of the
content of his messa-e.

However, his skills at

communicating such a messarse perhaps are not as hich-

ly developed as the quantitative man's, because of lack
of tef Inicality in lammar-e.
'Jae messarre.

The mnssa!-:e probably TYill be an

artier .ate one, and probably concerns a topic T.,hic!' is

open to subjective interpretation.
The channel.

It is possible, perhaps, that Q2

does nearly as ruch socio-communiceting via writinas he does by speakin-r.

Therefore. hir-,an interaction

and the possibility of feedback may be dirinished.
The receiver.

If meanings are in people, as has

been su"gested, t1-e qualitative receiver may have

difficulty.in accurate interpretation of the intended'
messa-e, for this lack of sp^ciali-ation in lannia-e.
3.

The super-intellectual.

In this case, it

may be best to sirply say Q3 probably is able to meld
the best points of style and content in his scciecommunication of Q1 and Q2.
4.

The social participator.

The source.

The

sender of mesr-Ages in this case probably is similar

to the qualitative sender.

Both are articulate and

have considerable knowled,,e of their respective

messap*cs, but the partiepator. is liable to be more

subjective and more rrossly affected by his attitude
to''ard the reccive,7.
The resaf.I:e.

Tl'e message is liable to deal -ith

current socio-cultural problems, and may not be highly
structured, for all t!-e subjectivity.

The channel.

The participator transmits his

ressa. Is not only orally and in :ritten fa-,hion, but

may at :erpt to transr^it th- physically as well.

He

ray be considered somethin- of a tactiln comunicator.

C>

The receiver.

The receiver may have difficulty in

interpretation because of subjectiv5.ty and !-is attitude

toward the sender and his m2s::age.

Lack of specializa-

tion in lawnla-e hinders the interpretation process,
but specialized nonverbal codes abet it.
5.

The swinri:Pr.

The sourc-.

The swinc:er probably

has little concern for verbal ex:Dresion in his ideas.
Rather, he is most concerned about sendin-: messKres in
a nonverbal way.

HiJ. status in the social hiera--.1hy

also will tend to affect the ressarfe.
The message.

The mes.lage here is as likely to be

of a nonverbal nature as it is to be of a verbal one.

The content of the tresa-e probably reflects those
thin-s which mark the zwin-er's sociability.
The channel.

As previously discussed, the

swinfler's mes.sa:re will nest likely travel ov.-r

nonverbal channels, and may even travel via objects-an automobile, apartment, etc.
The receiver.

social structure

.

gain, the swinger's status in the
tend to influence his interpretaticn

of the sender's messa-ce, but his kno7qedge of the

personalized nonverbal codes probably allows
the swinr-er's socio-cormunication to be effective.
6.

The avant-gardist.

The source.

Thc avant-

rardist combines the nonverbal acuity of the swin.-er
with the articulatenes- of Q2, thou'll his knouled-e

of Ce ressacre he intends to send probably is not as
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treat as Q2's.
The mes a- -e.

The avant--arlist's mes-a-ee is as

likely to deal with a current socio-political is-ue
as anythin

else, and -ill generally be treated in

an articulate fashion.
The channel.

Yost likely, the avant--ardist dill

utilize the ve.-.4.,e1 node as a channel for his socio-

none -bal media play a

communication, thou h
significant role as well.
The receiver.

Because of tle subjective int- rpreta-

tion the avant- rardi't tends to bring to ideas,

effectiveness of socio-cnnication in this cubicle
may be somewhat impaired.,

Natty of the problems of

socio-communication-besettin-f Q2 likewise beset the
avant-Iardist.
7.

The' common ran.

The source.

The common man's

voice is likely to be loud and erosional and relatively
inarticulate.
The nessa-re.

As related before, the cormon

an

values tradition and so his messares of socio-communication will tend to reflect those traditional values.
The messae probably -ill not cttain the d-r-.ree of

artial. :eness several other cubicles do, and ray be
treated in a -elatively emotional ray.
T s ci',anaLl.

The channel used by the common

man wi.1 almost al- ays be the verbal one.
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The receiver.

Because of the heterof-eneity

apparently in1t^rent in thi- cubicle, and because of

the em-tional content of

resaf-e, effective

interpretation of this socio-communication ray be
difficult.
8.

The elitist.

The source.

The sender rill

most likely be potentially articulate, and probably
will possess extensive knorledge of the content of
message for his high de,free of intelligence.
The message.

It is very difficult to kno-.7

exactly what the elitist talks about, in either an
intercubicle or intracubicle vein, but probably the
mesr:affe will be a relatively articulate and coherent
one.

The channel.

Here again, tl.e elitist nay re:zort

to nonve-rl,a1 as -ell ae verbal clsannrqs.

He nay also

cormunicate th--:ouc*h others, as has been noted.

The receiver.

The heteroPneity of this cubicle

would seem to preclude effective interpretation of
mesa ;es, however the innate intelligence of this man
appears to aid the interpretativ- process.

Perhaps one of the ways in w:.ich America is dealing

death is by compartmentalizing her men and women, no
that the number of otimr men and women with whom they
share a meanin-ful human dialo-ue continually

diminishes.

The four incarcerating walls -.'hick

technology and specialization seen to have erected
around contemporary Ame

an man, both on and off the

job, have helped to diminish the huran-ness of man.
If this *nuran-ness is to be -eeained, then van rust
cerebrate and create new socio-cor-nunication strate-ies

in order to knock don those valls.

A most minute

contribution to this needed creativity represents

the content of Capter IV.
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Contemporary 'merica is a country of vested
interests.

Perhaps it always vas; now, however,

the technological rush creates more and varied

interests from hich modern man can choose.

Put

a different and more succinct ...4ay, contemporary man
now has rore ways to r.r.o.

He can "efo it" with others,

but it .seems he usually opts for roinr it with only a

handful of others, and sometimes he ray even decide
to ro it alone.

This situation is unfortunate, for

it tends to create a proclivity in mod-rn man to-.ard

non-communicative interaction.

Perhaps silence really

is golden, but somehow this apparent lack of sociocommunication is makin- contemporary man poorer in a
human sense.

Attention, therefore, must be turmd to

the positiv of several solutions to problems of sociocommunication, in rope of reato-inl some of the aforementioned wealth.
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Su-gr!stions for solutions

It seems relatively clear that any hurian endeavor

will fall prey to error.

The end-avor of human

conrunication then appears to be a high-risk
venture.

With so many uncontrollable variables

involved, that neanirrTful socio-ccmmunication should

be a difficult feat should not be surprisirm.

Fere,

most gaps of communication, where there Is little
or no unanin-ful interaction occurriir-, seem to be

associated wit% communication of an intercubicle
nature, rather than intracubicle c-mmunication.

With

this in mind, four solutions will be suggested.
1.

Within the past three years, no fecr than

three books, all written by acknowledz;ee intell-ctual-,

found their way into th^ cultural rainstream via the
best seller list.

ADnarently, Charles Reich, 'lvin Toff-

ler, and Tawrence Peter somehow found ti-eir respective

paths out of the "ivory tower" and were able to ccrnunicate
important ideas in a relatively sitnple way.

ney

evidently st-±ove, like the -Teat ad--cn in t:e shy,
to reach as,lar-fe an audience as pos-ible.

In t'is

may, they ,ere helDinr: to bride the cavernous
between the intellectual world and the social and/or
the functional world(s).

In the sane way, those involved

in the intellectual sphe7e night try to relax their
schola ly sophistication :hen co-r,unicatim vital ideas.

This p rhaps is a comment on the idea of snobbism

7.6"

previously di:-cus-ed.

The intellectuals, especially the qualitative
intellectuals, would appear to have a wonderful
potential as promulgators of creative and useful ideas.
However, heretofore

,

much of their thinkinr- has been

available only th-ou-:h the journals of a scholarly
nature.

Perllaps the size of their irmediate

audience (-fenerally, other intellectuals) fails

to do justice to their ordly thou-hts.

In other

1-ords, "Speech-61mrunication scholars may have to

accord more prestkge and respectability to the
individual -gho writes articles of a practical nature

for popular periodicals sue- as the "Saturday
Review..."58

In more of a socio-cormunication vein,

perhaps this is -chat those no:: numerous p-ofessors

had in mind when they decided to "mix" d.th their

students at the students"han7-outs'--bars, coffeehouses, and the 111:e.

Pere, Q2 evid-ntly relaxed his

scholarly sophistication just lon-: enou-h to communicate

his thow-hts and feelinqs to his presurably not-sosophif,ticated students, in return fo:7 their thoughts

and ideas in what was esr.entially a social situation.

Thus, it seems obvious that where socio-com-unication

58ary Cronkh1te, "tut of the Ivory Palaces," in
R. Kibler and L. Baxker, eds., Conceptual ".Fontiers
in c:nech.-Corimunicatic-a (New York:

of America, 1969), p. 116.

'pe,,ch :s-ociation

is concerned, ^o is the id-a of proximity, i.e.
"bein- in the right place at the -ir-ht time."

In

order to diminish the chasm bet!een the intellectual
!'orld and thr. other t-o T-orlds,

ap-ears the

intellectual must leave his abode in t1.-e ivory
tower for a time ard, howexer briefly, be-.1ome a

visitor on the rfrounds of the shore team' and -play
his gaue.
2.

Obviously, th- ,aininq of knowled,:e of a

first-hand, experiential nature can be most
valuable.

This idea

as just touched upon.

Now,

in this seccnd surl.r;ested solution, it assumes primary

importance.

This posited solution concerns possible curriculum
chancres which perhaps could be implevenfed for ,:raduate

students as well as the under--raduate community.

The

aim of such revisions would have at its core this idea
of proximity: to bring college students of va-ied interests into a confluence, so to speak.
a student *lib has -'4n-lish as his

For in-tance,

her major could

be persuaded to enroll in a quantitatively-oriented
course on peel -aps a pass-fail basis.

Or, ar,ain, a

student majority- in encrineerinr- could-be asked to

attend a -eminar in speech, for exarple.

The hope here

would 12 to -:ain this experinntial kno-led,-e of 'how
the ot:'er half lives.'
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Perhaps there is a -freater perce:;.,-ed ne^d for a

pro,va:7 of this nature to he effectuated in -raduate
institutions.

For it is here that the student

supposedly is accorded the rank of 'expert;' in
other words, he becomes a specialist.

And it is in

specializinq,, it would seem, that the stulent is cost

liable to for-:et the other half. A graduate student
could perhaps be made, as part of his course require-

mmts for his dertree, to enroll in a Traduate seminar
in a field essentially foreign to his interests.

This

policy arfain could be implemented on a pass -fail
basis.

The idea then of proximity as a relevant

concept potentially useful in bridr-inm raps of

socio-cormunication is this: that

rany persons

may have the ability tc' conrunicate with others in

different culture cubicles, this ability or talent
can only be reali-ed if one is in the proper locale
at the proper moment.

Attendant to this proposed solution is another
which has as. its chief concern those courses of study

which combine quantitative principles with qualitative
concepts.

Durinri the past drcade or so, there 1-as been

a trend in higher education (and a welconed one at
that) of developin5 courses which tap verbal as well
as numc7ical skills.

To be sure, the field of speech-

conmun:':ation has not escaped fis trend.

There are,

for ext *be, courses in experimental design and
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persuasion theory ',hick make extensive use of the
computer.

Students should be hi--hly encoura-ed to

enroll in such 'eclectic' courses.
3.

And speech-cer-lunication has a stake in this

inter-disciplinary approach as well.

There appear to

be many ways in which this field of study can abet the
inter-disciplinary approach, three of which will be
briefly discussed here.
(1) Speech-communication would seen to possess
potential relevance to law.

In this case, it is easy

to see how persua.lion theory can be of invaluable

assistance to the courtroom lawyer, for example.

Also,

general projection and articulation techniques perhaps
can aid the llwyer's cause.
(2) Speech-cormunication al. ; pertains to the

fiela_a_medicine.

In this regard, a corpal.atively

new area of study has

born combining prirciples

of nedicine with conr-unication principles.

The study

of medical communication can help to bridrn the rap
of cora-unication between doctor and patient, for
instance.

In medirine, as in ot;er fields, there is a

trend toward specialization.

He-re, it

well knotni

that frequently, different specialists will confer on
a pay-ticular case.

Because of the speciali7-ed jargons

each has developed, comunication a-onr the doctors may
be difficult.

Possibly, the study of mcdern cc~
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tion theory can be of assistance to the pli-,"rt of tl-e
itirhly :Terialized physician.

(3) F5nally, speech-co nmuncation has the potential
to aid the burines-man.

Beeau-e he too is becominc

more specialized, it may behoove th- rodrn
businessman to learn and absorb as much as tie can

concernin

cog munication theory.

Perhaps such

knoledge rny be of valuable assistance in the bus ine se
corCerence.
4.

The first three ideas posited are intimately

bound up with a third.

To help bride the schism

between the intellectual- therselves, one may allow
onzself a quixotic moment and speak of attaiin-r an
unattainable -roal: bncemin-: a "mini,da Vinci" of a

sort; that is, not someone who will neces -arily exist
and operate in more ,--o-e-Ids than one, but sore one with

expe-ience in several --or ids so that he has at least
an appreciation of the other half.

The -oal then

should be the attainment of the status of the
intellectual.

supe-.7-

In ot: er words, the ideal situation where

the model is concerned is to have Q.

reside in the

lar-:est c...Lrcle in the intellectual world, instead of in

the smallest.

LIES.MELialilf121:21EM

Perhaps Q1, (3, and the avant-ardist possess the
rost potential to attain the Utopia of th- modern-day
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Renal.ssance man.

From a socio-communication

perspective, perhaps the ideal idyll would b2 for
the circles denoting the e5-fht cubicles be concurrent

in some fashion, one neatly fitting into another.

But

that is not the way the world turns, at least in
contemporary America.

Toffler su-r!Tests we are

bombarded with over-choice, which logically can
Contemporary ran just has to adjust.

over-ki

One of the ways in which man does adjust to the
complexity of modern life is tofanta-i-ze.

For example,

he may, subconsciously or other,--ise, take trips of

nostalgia to ealier times in his life.

And perhaps

that is one reason no-talgia is popular now: ran
has a desire to recall how it was when divisions
in the "social structure were fewer and he was carryinan meaningful dialc-mes with ot'-er men.

This situation

is depicted by the solid arrows connectin- the
adolescen4- acadmic world -.pith the adoleccent social
world.

Set_

however, ":Tostalgia has no survival

value in the modern -,orld and can only be considered a

flight into dreamland."

59

So life becomes more ccmplex, and as technolo-y
rushes on, it brin;s with it specialization and
diversity, concepts already discussed in Chrpter II.
Contemporary man has no' choice but to -ro

for it

is probably true that the trend toard a tIchnolo-ical

/.
qinsberg, ed.,
59Technolo,T and 'cc:;.r) Ohanr-e,
(New York:nolumbia Unive-city P "ess, 1964), p.-9.
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society may be irreversible, as some su-%-est.

And

with specialisation comes corpartment man and his
speciali-;ed jargons.

Thus, it would appear as if the

act of effective socio- cormunication, already a

difficult enouth venture, may even become more
difficult.

This is all to say that :7hat has been

talked about here is the symptcm (lack of meanin-ful
socio-communication); its cause is the rush of tnchnol-

Ogy
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CHAPTal V.

CONCLUSION
Lim'.tntions of the Ptudy

It is not comfortinz to know that one mi-ht be
obsolete tomorrow.

Yet, that is the case one runs -1r

against rhen attempting to pre rent a atatin picture

of an inc-srantly cham-in- cultural topo;raphy.
That was one of the limitations of this study.

Another limitation as the necessa7y utiliation of
generalizations, or at least quasi-?;enerali-;ations,

to describe the eight cubicles and their nodes of
socio-communication.

Obviously, many exceptions could.

have justifiably been "entioned.

A third limitation

of the study which can-be noted was the reliance on
inferential and observational powers, espz,dally in
Chapter III.

This was the unfortunate outcnre of

t'ne

paucity of relevant literature to the twin ccncepts
of social communication and technolo-y.
Fu- mart'

nis small work had as 5.17r basic -oal the introductic, of a quasi -new nenceptsocio-communicativa,
and th

description of such socio-com-unication beteen

and amen' different kinds of contemporary man.
I dealt generally

introducin

Chapter

the -:co--k and

specifically with d-fininr the terr' socic-cormunication.

The definition arrived at -as 'huran interaction, anon,and between different classes of people, by means of

verbal and non-verbal expression in day-to-day social
situations.

Chapter II was concerned with sumarizing man
and his social communication, from prehistoric tires
to the present.

Next, technolo-17 and specialisation

were discussed in light of the concept of sociocommunication.
tl'ese concepts.

A causal chain was proposed,
Later, the contemporary culture

map was split into eiqht cubicles of man, based on
posited characteristic values.

Finally, these

kinds of man were briefly characterized as to life
style.

Chapter III was concerned -,ith a description of

the sociocommunicatian anon- and between the cubicles,
based on inferences from related literature and informal
conversations with respected professors in the field of
communicoloni.
Finally, Chapter IV su-:-fested several possible
solution:. to --aps in contcmporavy socio-cormunication.
nurfrestions fo- ar-thr!r research

Perhaps tIlree or four hypotheses, F;enerated from
the fore-'oin- discus-!.cr., could be te-ted.
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(1) That the avant-gardist and sin,-er of the social
-orld enjoy a meaningful slocio-communicative relationship.

(2) That 0:29 and the social activist enjoy a

meaningful soc50-communicative relationshi2.
(3) That Q1 and the functional man, while ry=rhaps

enra-in g in a professional relationship, do not

communicatively interact on a social level.
(4).That specialization and t-chnicality in
lan-mage tend to enhance the quality of intracubicle
corn unication while at the same time tem) to inhibit

meaningful intercubicle communication.
But one necessarily needs a way to test such
hypotheses.

Two research designs will be offered.

(1) After identifyin- these various types of men
(perhaps via a questionnaire), it may be pos .')le to

place two or more of them in a typical experimental
setting--a room with a one-way nirror, for example.

The expnrimenter m-y then be able to observe their
interaction and to record their com-unication.

Pcssibly,

a factor analysis could them be applied to such
corrunication to determine what

as-said and ho,.= it

was said.
(2) This second desi-m is corcvhat more c.omplex.-

To mitigate t'ne effects of the typical experim-ntal

setting on the actions of those bein- tested, perhaps
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these different kinds of neople could be invited to
obse-v-.s could also

an informal gath

attend such a 5atherinc to dete-nine who interacted
This would constitute the

with --thorn and what ,:as

pre-test.

Then, several of those persons could pv-hap,;

be persuaded to enroll in a course of -tudy, where
communicative interaction -ould be relatively easy.
This would constitute the treat -nt.

Finally, the

subjects could then be administered a post-test in the
form of interaction at another informal -atherinrf,

subsequent to the completion of the course.

The object

of course would be to obse-ve any c,l,an-es in

communicative interaction the took nlace as a result
of the treatment.
A conclusion

Conterporary man, despite troubled times, still
retains the Gift --that which permits hir to trans-,it
th'.

hts onto others and receive similar informa-

tion from otter men.

can's ability to communicate -,ith

other men in ordered patterns perhaps con:Ititttes the
onl y true savior from the holocaust that may await hi,
In =shat soretimns

at the end of a ',uided

annears to be an inc-easiny dehu-anizinl =-or ld, the
. concept of socio-con nunicaion may hold much potential

for the restaration of man's hu.nan-ness.

On that

sawmine note, the thesis concludes.
We aro rade in lar'e na-rt by our abilities
of mind and body, by the de-ree to -hich
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we mold and are molded by circunstances and
by our ideals. One in-re dient in our id-21
is balance bet:yeen the speciali-ed and the
broadly interested mind. I believe-that
cuxrcutly there isepo rreat emphasis...
on the specialist.

60In7:raham, "The Omnivorous rind," p. 193.
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